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The professional summer school workshop invites for participation and collaborative 
work architects, urban specialists, and researchers of issues of dwelling space (city 
sociologists, cultural workers, anthropologists, and philosophers), as well as 
members of other professions interested in deepening their understanding of issues 
in urban studies, the modern city, and the role of the human being in the urban 
milieu. 

Urban Studio is an educational program for professionals based on a number of core 
foundational principles: 

 Connecting the practical professional objectives of everyday life with key 
issues involving the meaning of the existence of human beings in their 
dwelling milieu  

   Importance of interdisciplinary intersections and encounters  

 supporting professional collectives 

 primacy of work in studio format  

The principal issue addressed by the program is the theme of space. This concept 
connotes both the physical and the "social" or cultural spaces created as a result of 
human interaction. The question of bilateral mutual influence of the cultural and physical 
spaces is one of the central issues addressed by the study workshop sessions.  

The work area for the studio's activities consists of real cities combining physical and 
cultural elements of the urban milieu and thus presenting cases of interest for detailed 
study.  

Urban Studio 2010 is scheduled to take place in Odessa, a city wrapped up in legend 
both from the within and from the distant without. Among the factors influencing the 
emergence of the city of Odessa we should note especially the city's location, the 
network of urban mapping, and the heterogeneity and multi-nationality of the city's 



inhabitants, as well as the multiplicity of cultures, with each occupying a place of its own 
within the city.  

For the participants of Project Urban Studio 2010, Odessa is, first of all, a city that has 
proven itself historically as a constructive and satisfying milieu, and as one that offers a 
study case in correspondence with this year's chosen theme. 

Urban Studio 2010 Theme: "The Inner Boundaries of the City" 
 

About the subject theme: 
A city dweller is someone who establishes the boundaries of his or her own personal 
space, organizing personal spatial configurations.  Boundaries, spaces, and 
configurations introduced by urban dwellers are related to each other (by means of 
meetings or avoidance of intersections, drawing near or distancing), thus creating a 
joint city space, society, and culture. 

Projects, study workshops, and lectures dealing with this theme will account for a 
significant part of the 2010 workshop sessions. In addition, our theme of 2010 is 
bound up with an upcoming scheduled competition in architecture; thus, 
participants interested in preparing a project for participation in the competition will 
have the opportunity to develop it while Urban Studio 2010 is in session. 

The competition site is at: 
http://www.caad.msstate.edu/jcdc/designcompetition.html 

A significant role in the Urban Studio programming is to be played by the study of 
Jewish traditional texts. In different modules of the program, the Jewish tradition as 
reflected by its core textual corpus will provide us with a source of questions and 
ideas, as well as contribute an ethical depth and historical perspective to our 
discussion of the order and arrangement of human society (and of the city). 

The principal modules for the work of Urban Studio 2010 are: 

 subject-specific inter-professional workshops conducted using the urban 
studies medium (first half of the day) 

 extending the ground covered: lectures and meetings with guest specialists 

 Forums dealing with urban studies and this year's theme in particular  

 Projects: voluntary group work sessions to prepare professional projects 
based on participants' wishes and interests 

 Trips to the city 

 Evening activities: musical sessions, open meetings, and more 

 

The results of the study workshop sessions entail the development of a nuanced vision of 
the structure and nature of human association in its physical manifestations. Each of the 
participants develops a project of his or her own, which can be used in the participant's 
later work (for instance, as an entry submitted to competitions and exhibits).   

 

http://www.caad.msstate.edu/jcdc/designcompetition.html


To sum up, based on the results of running Project Urban Studio, the organizers bring the 
following into public view:  

 Publication of ideas, texts, and projects both in specific professionally 
oriented journals or collections and electronically, and by means of materials 
addressed to the general reading public  

 Presentation at external competitions, exhibits, and so on of works prepared 
on the basis of the studio while in session  

 Virtual periodical or site of the association, whose pages provide the setting 
for the unfolding of the principal outcomes of the completed study 
workshop, as well as preparation for the next Urban Studio program.  

 
 
Urban Studio Workshop Staff: 
 

Zeev Druckman: professor, Israeli architect, Dean of the Faculty of Architecture at the 

Betzalel Academy of the Arts, Jerusalem; recipient of numerous awards, owner of an 

architectural company. 

Michael Bogomolny: architect, leader of study groups in the field of art and education, 

initiator of the Project Urban Studio plan. Primary professional specialization: creation and 

development of innovative forms of educational work. 

Aleksandr Elgin: working architect, living in Jerusalem and working in cooperation 

with the leading companies of the city. Graduate of the Betzalel Academy of the 

Arts, Jerusalem. 

Perale Schneider: artist, B.F.A., Betzalel Academy of the Arts, initiator and leader of 

creative studio workshops.  

Menachem Yaglom: researcher and teacher of Jewish thought, translator, editor, and 

publisher of Jewish texts.     

Chaim Sokol: artist and art journalist, with a specialized background in Hebrew 
language and linguistics and Yiddish literature and culture; organizer of study 
sessions at the "Open Bet Midrash." 
 
Michael Schneider: researcher, professor at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and at 

Bar-Ilan University, organizer of study sessions at the "Open Bet Midrash." 

Eliezer Lessovoy: teacher of Jewish tradition and history, translator, one of the creators of 

the "Midrasha Tzionit" learning center and head editor of the www.midrasha.net site. 

Mark Neidorf: Ph.D., instructor at the Department of Cultural Studies and Art History of 

the Odessa National Polytechnic University. 

http://www.midrasha.net/


Anna Misyuk: academic and research worker at the Odessa Literature Museum, lecturer, 

tour guide. 

Vladimir Chaplin: academic and research worker at the Museum of the History of 

Odessan Jewry, graduate of the Department of History at the I. I. Mechnikov Odessa 

Ntional University, tour guide. 

Yelena Karakina: philologist, academic secretary of the Odessa Literature Museum, tour 

guide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to participate in Urban Studio 2010, you must fill out the attached 
questionnaire and send it to us by e-mail at: urban@milhauz.org. We work on the 
basis of a rolling admission system, considering applications until all available slots 
are filled. 

Program participation cost is $150.1 Participants cover travel expenses to Odessa on 
their own. 

                                                 
1

 Program participation involves a fee, but 90% of the cost is subsidized. In this case, this 
means that participants cover their own travel expenses and a minimal payment in the 
amount of $150.  

mailto:urban@milhauz.org


 

 

Attachments (see below): Приложения (ниже): 

1. Urban Studio 2010 Participant Questionnaire; 
2. Application Process Description; 
3. Living Conditions. 

1. Urban Studio 2010 Participant Questionnaire 
 

Last name, first name, 

patronymic  

 

Year, month, day of birth  
 

Home address  
 

E-mail address  

Contact telephone numbers, including area 
codes 

 

Place of work or study, 

job title (for students, indicate year of study) 

 

Area of professional work activity 

 

 

 

 

Field of professional interests 

 

 

 

In what capacity (teacher, participant) would you 
like to take part in the program? 

 



 

What are the major topics of your research 
work/papers/projects, which you would like to 
complete?  

 

 

 

What is your level of proficiency in English? 

Understanding/ Speaking 

Reading/ Writing 
 

 

Do you have any Jewish roots, and if so, what 
are they?  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Application Process Description 
 
The process preceding your participation in Urban Studio consists of a number of 
steps: 
 

 Submit a preliminary application, with filled out questionnaire; 

  Get-acquainted introductory session conducted by telephone, interview, 
comparing expectations for project participants; 

 Definitive replies are sent out to applicants re taking part in the program; 

 Ordering tickets and arranging for all required accompanying documents, 
participant confirmation of intention to participate; 

 Verification of all details concerning arrival-departure, housing, and other 
logistical questions. 

3. Living Conditions 

The 2010 study workshop is scheduled to take place in Odessa (Ukraine). Participants 
are provided with housing in the "Chabanka" guest house complex located 30 km 
from the Odessa city center and 350 m from the Black Sea shore. The housing 

                                                 

The question has a bearing on your chances of receiving a grant covering 90% of the costs 
to facilitate your participation in the program. 
  



complex is situated in a "green zone" featuring fountains and water reservoirs, 
building facilities and modern European-style cottage housing units 
(http://www.odecca.ru/hotels/chabanka.htm). 
 
Participants are provided with kosher meals and housing in comfortable 2-3 person 
rooming units. 

 

 

http://www.odecca.ru/hotels/chabanka.htm

